1. THE DATA SHEET
full name:
artist name:

adres:

phone:
email:
site:
blog:
other:


means of transport:
money for transport:
need a pickup for heavy material:
need a guide:

need a venue to sleep:
special requirements for sleeping:
happy with:
what time:

vegetarian, veganist or other meal:

kind of performance:
front of a band:
group spokes person:
which group or band:
or is it kind of project:

prefer cosy stage:
prefer main stage:
prefer other:

time(zone) you wish to play or perform:
from the earliest:
until the latest:
wanna perform twice:
am interested in a free podium as well:

I care to volunteer:
preferably as:
1 or 2 hours:
I care to coördinate people:

other:




suggestions:





2. THE TECHNICAL PAPER
CHANNEL PLAN
PLEASE LIST FOLLOWING CLEARLY:  how many channels are you going to need?
a list of all the specific channels you need. Enter as much information as possible.
Indicate whether you are need a DI input or a microphone for a particular channel .
Please indicate which microphones you want.
Also indicate which channels you will be needing to use as 'inserts' and with what equipment. In this way,  you give the engineers a good guideline.
Let know what you need for tripods. 


     STAGE PLAN
Do you have a stage plan?
How much square meters do you need? ....m by ....m!
Dancing floor?
Draw it as accurate possible if it is truly important to your act!
Any light requirements?
Special electricity? Especially mention more contact points....
Please do mention if you need other attributes, f.i. tripod for text or music sheets. All your ideas can be considered.
If your performances requires special attention, mention how many people you need to help?


     PERFORMANCE PLAN
If you need to use more than a stage, or you prefer an atypical location for your performances, describe briefly what your plan is.
What will you do? How long will it take? With or without intervals?
If a stage plan is not enough, add an extra page performance plan. So, we have a minute as possible idea about all requirements.

     MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS
What do you need as absulute minimum?
We do our best, yet we cannot garantee to have all types of microphones or so you need. We have to take into account our budget. This sometimes asks for certain choices.
Be realistic. Ask what you truly need.  






3. YOUR BIOGRAPHY

      TITLE
One short catchy phrase is great.
Who are you and what do you do?


      BODY
Keep it as brief as possible.
Or, hand in a short and a long version.
A short one can be printed somewhere, or is good in use for certain sites.
Adding a longer one as well, may prove to be very helpful in case you have no blog or site. We shall take your personal situation into account, and do our best.
Just consider there may very well be over a 100 participants. That's a lot of reading. In some publications, 3 to 7 sentences are quite satisfying enough.
In case of a group, be especially thoughtful of others.
You can mention links in your text. Do it so that it runs smoothely.


      SUBSCRIPT
Subscript would preferably be your site or blog.
Otherwise, try to see what link could be useful for people to find you and/or learn to know you, or to trace you.


      PICTURE(S)
At least one.
And if possible a link to where we could find more.
Preferences of which one we best should use.


      SOUND- AND VISUAL RECORDINGS
Could for instance be added to this site.
May we use some of them to project for instance during the Night?

